English Language
Paper 1, Q5

“Expert writers decide on their purpose before they begin to write: who
their audience is, what they want a reader to learn, and what ideas they
want to introduce. They make a plan, sketching out the points they will
touch on and deciding in what order to present them. They may show an
outline or draft to a reader and find that they need to modify it because
the reader doesn’t understand it. As they try to make their explanations
clearer, they may come up with new insights and make new connections
between their ideas.”
–The Writing Revolution

Writing with a
clear intention

200 Word Challenge by Chris Carter- How to Teach English

The Bigger Picture

Using Vocabulary
meaningfully
• Avoid technique overload and have
students focus on the intention of
the language they use
• Students consciously use verbs,
adjectives, nouns, adverbs to
develop their writing
• Exposing students to different writing
styles and how other writers use
different words for effect
• Like other writers, students think
about the intention of the verbs,
adjectives, nouns, adverbs they use
(mood, action, genre, development
of character or setting)

Lou Enstone @Englishlulu

Sentence Structure
Double adverb

Horror genre

Emotion comma sentence

Slowly but surely, the darkness surrounded
everything they loved and cherished.

Without warning, the candle vanished as if
the flames had been suddenly nipped
between a finger and thumb and
darkness surrounded her once more,
leaving her alone with the figure that no
longer needed to lurk in the shadows.

Terrified, she froze instantly on the spot
where she stood, the darkness surrounded
her from every corner.

Developing character

Make the reader feel hope
Although darkness surrounded humanity,
they knew enduring the darkness would
show them the stars and guide them back
to the light.
A year ago. A month ago. A day ago.
Today.
A year ago, Earth was vibrant and full of
life. A month ago, we watched as the
meteoroid soared towards our planet. A
day ago, darkness surrounded the whole
world, eliminating everything in its path.
Today, I desperately seek other survivors.
English and Media Centre, Gráinne Hallahan

…darkness surrounded…

Darkness surrounded my thoughts, leaving
me in this abyss of sadness and despair,
unable to escape its pull.

Media res

The more, the more

Darkness surrounded the battlefield as he
fumbled over the top, trying his best to
avoid staring at the fallen souls of the men
he once called his friends.

The more he succumb to the forces of evil,
the more the darkness surrounded him,
extinguishing the last ray of light within him.

Describe how it used to be. Describe it
now.
It used to be heaven. Us against the
world- only needing each other
to survive. He promised that he would
always hold me and protect me. He
promised that nothing could
come between us.

Thinking…Feeling…Seeing
As he held her tightly, she felt her grip on
him loosening, her world coming to an
end. She couldn’t help but think this
would be the last time she would see
her love again.

But it did.

She glanced over his shoulder to see
other women like her having to say
goodbye to everything they once knew.

The whole world turned upside down
and took our little world with it.

Make the reader feel sympathy

A year ago. A month ago.
Yesterday. Today.
A year ago, it was just us against
the world. A month ago, it became
the world against us. A day ago,
I watched in agony as he packed
his bag to leave me for Queen and
country. Today, I have to say
goodbye to my everything and I’m
not ready for my world to end.

A silent, lonely tear trickled down her cheek
and on to his neck. Another threatened to
follow, but she pushed it back, not wanting
him to see how much his departure would
affect her. She let out a strangled sob and he
gripped her harder. Finally, unable to stem
the flow of emotions, she buried herself into
his new uniform and cried. She knew she
was ruining her make-up, and yet she cried.
She knew that she would dirty his crisp
soldier outfit, and yet she cried. She knew
that he might never hold her again, and her
crying doubled in strength.

Narrative Structure
Present
• Media res
• Beginning in the tension (positive or negative)

Flashback A
• Contrast to intro paragraph
• Allow for character development

Flashback B

• Connect to present/intro
• Offer explanation of intro

Present
• Resolution
• Open ending to leave the reader questioning
Paul G Moss at Learning Design

Narrative Structure
“Mark, over here!”
“Mark, what do you have to say on the matter?”
Flash! Flash! Flash! Blinded by the lights, he drowns in the ocean of paparazzi, every single one of
them like a piranha, eager to sink their teeth into him.
His eyes dart around the room as he tries to find a familiar face; sweat trickles down the back of
his neck and he wonders if they can see his heart pumping through his Armani suit. He takes a
deep breath and musters the courage to speak...
He shuts his office door and takes a deep breath, taking a moment to enjoy the silence. Although
he is the CEO of one of the biggest social platforms in the world, he much prefers to be alone in
the sanctuary of his office or at home with his wife. Strolling over to his desk, he peers at the
many accolades on the wall, feeling a sense of pride and satisfaction at what he’s achieved over
the last ten years. Sitting down to tackle the mountain of emails he has avoided looking at, one
email catches his attention. His heart skips a beat and his hand hovers over the mouse,
frightened to double click.
His deal with the devil has caught up with him.
Tapping his pen on the boardroom desk, he scowls at the suits around the table who desperately
try to avoid his gaze, petrified to offer another “atrocious” idea. Every attempt of a solution had
been met with screams, threats or flying objects hurtled towards a board member’s head. In
public, Mark plays Dr Jekyll, but his team all know he is really Mr Hyde, and part of them hoped
that the public would learn the truth.
“Errrm...I need a bathroom break.”
He squirms to make it clear to the prying eyes that he needed to pee. Carefully, he watches as
the members of the committee deliberate his request. He knows this will buy him some time.
Not much time but time, nonetheless. His sweaty palms almost slip off the arms of the chairs as
he gets up. He squints, blinded by the cameras that continue to document his every movement,
his every expression, his every mistake. “I just need some privacy,” he thought to himself. He
smirks, realising the irony of this statement.

Present
• Media res
• Beginning in the tension (positive or
negative)

Flashback A
• Contrast to intro paragraph
• Allow for character development

Flashback B

• Connect to present/intro
• Offer explanation of intro

Present
• Resolution
• Open ending to leave the reader questioning

One
World,
Many
Voices

